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CEO L ETTER

T

ypically, when we think about marketing, we think

family who aren’t looking to make a switch but may do it simply

of ways to solicit leads via traditional advertising

because your customer brags on you and your agency. Include

techniques – email marketing, digital ads, social media

requests for referrals in your email communications as well.

and content marketing, etc. But in reality, as financial

service providers, we are marketing ourselves every single day
through our interactions with customers.

Even if they don’t have anyone to refer right away, they will
remember the fact that you asked, and be more likely to refer
someone in the future.

We often talk to agency partners who say they don’t spend a dime
on marketing because of all the referral business they receive.

Make it easy

If that’s true – you are, in fact, marketing every day. Every time

Give your customers an easy way to brag about or refer people

you take a call, help a client, provide a solution someone else

to your agency. Ask them to write a Google review. Give them

couldn’t, you’re marketing yourself and your agency to your

business cards and/or some promotional swag with your logo

existing customers.

to share. Incentivize them if you think it is necessary, but more

Referrals are the best types of leads, and in fact, are better than
traditional leads because you’re significantly more likely to close a
referred customer. According to Nielson, customers are four times
more likely to buy into a service if they’re referred by a friend,
and up to 92% of people trust recommendations from friends

than likely, your customers are happy to help. Keep your agency’s
social media accounts active and full of great information, and
then ask them to follow and interact with you. A customer sharing
information from your business page is a great way to build
brand awareness.

Be appreciative

and family more than any other form of marketing.
But are you truly leveraging the power of your business relationships effectively? Here’s a few things to consider when utilizing a
referral program for new business and lead generation:

ASK!
Any happy customer will be more than okay with sending referrals
your way, so don’t be afraid to ask! ESPECIALLY ask new customers for referrals – as they are typically the most excited and happy
after making a switch. Many salespeople fail to capitalize on the
referral power of satisfied customers simply because they don’t

Whether it’s a monetary incentive, card/note, phone call, email,
or any acknowledgment at all of their loyalty, you will continue
to nurture your relationship with them by showing them your
gratitude.
In the current market, NOW is a great time to be building brand
awareness and soliciting referrals. Many consumers will be feeling
the crunch of skyrocketing rates, and non-renewals. You can
position your agency to be a source of help and reprieve to
potential customers feeling the heat of the hard market!

know how to ask. Every time you speak with a client, you should
politely ask “Do you have any friends or family who could benefit
from our services?” This will prompt them to think of friends and
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1% of Field Managers
company wide.
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from the
front line
By: Dan Bruck, Cheif Marketing Officer, Smart Choice

Corporate marketers love to say, “Marketing can do anything, but we can’t do everything.” There are so many options
to get your brand and products in front of key decision makers that there is never enough funding or people
resources to engage and activate all the options. We are also forced to constantly look for what is new and next
because marketing channels get oversaturated, and we all wind up overusing them – ultimately turning off the very
consumers we’re trying to attract. The good news is that there are always new forms of outreach available. According to
research by HubSpot, in their 2022 State of Inbound Marketing Trends report:
• Short-form video content like TikTok’s and Instagram Reels are the most effective type of social media content
• Videos are the top content marketing media format for the third year in a row
• Facebook has the best ROI for social media ads versus other platforms
So, ask yourself, “When was the last time I created a video to promote my agency or updated my Facebook ads?”
continued on page 8
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“When was the last time I
created a video to promote my
agency or updated my
Facebook ads?”
continued from page 7
Marketing your own agency is an effort that is uniquely yours

Here's a throwback idea to attract new clients – but with a modern

to own based upon your goals and resources. But spending isn’t

twist: Handwritten letters. The open rate for a personalized letter

a requirement. One of our partnered agents started a scratch

hovers around 95% -- much higher than the 21% open rate for

agency and in just 18 months, built a $1.6 million book of business

emails according to MailChimp. Sure, they are time consuming

from zero – without spending a dime on marketing. If you are

to create, but now you can prepare the message, create a list of

going to fund marketing efforts, be prepared to do your homework

recipients and a team of very well-trained robots will handwrite

so that you spend wisely or spend nothing at all.

the letters and envelopes for you! Two companies offering this

Agents like to think of themselves as trusted advisors, sharing

service include IgnitePOST and Handwrytten.

informed advice with their clients. With the average age of an

Are you in or interested in expanding into Commercial Lines?

independent agent being 55 years old, that translates into a

Then consider LinkedIn Sales Navigator as a sales intelligence

tremendous amount of industry expertise. When was the last time

tool. Do you have a specific geography that you want to mine

you authored an article aimed at potential clients and pitched it

for new prospects? Or are you specializing in specific types of

to a local media outlet? Thought leadership content positions you

businesses? Either way, Sales Navigator helps you find the right

as an expert, gets your name and agency name visibility in your

prospects with advanced search tools. There is even a 30-day

local community plus develops good will with future customers.

free trial. Their lowest cost Core plan allows you to send up to 50

With video being the three-peat top content marketing media

InMail messages per month.

format, have you explored how you can better utilize video to

No matter what marketing budget you are working with, there

attract new clients? Topics can include client testimonials,

are many ways to be effective and economical – all while creating

informational seminars, disaster preparedness and more.

breakthrough results for your agency.

You can post them on your website, Facebook page and other
popular social media platforms such as YouTube. When posting
to searchable sites (such as YouTube) make sure to include a link
to your website at the beginning of the description. YouTube cuts
off the text after a couple lines and you want viewers to click
through to your site without expanding the description. Include
your agency name, address, and phone number at the bottom of
the description. These additional business citations help your
local SEO rankings.

Dan Bruck

12 MARKETING IDEAS TO
INSPIRE YOU TO FINISH THE
YEAR STRONG
By: Michael Miller, State Director, Smart Choice®

Feeling the dog days of summer? When it’s hot and the kids are out of school, it’s easy to put
sales and marketing on the back burner. However, taking your foot off the gas now can cause
you to end your year not with a bang, but a whimper.
Here are 12 marketing and sales ideas to motivate you to get out there and close more business
in the second half of 2023.
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1. Hold an Agency Open House
Growing your agency is all about growing your relationships
with clients. An agency open house can be a great way to
reconnect with current clients and reach new prospects,
too. Make sure there’s something for everyone at your open
house, including kids. Giveaways, games, and prizes are a

Hosting workshops on auto insurance, home insurance,
BOPs, and other products demonstrates your expertise
and builds your relationship with clients and prospects.

8. Invest in an Email Marketing Campaign
Email is a great way to consistently stay in touch with

must, as they are great ways to generate leads.

your current and prospective customers. Create a series

2. Develop Constant Lead Flows

your agency, and make it easy for recipients to reach out

As an agent, you can’t rely on a single lead source. Take
a look at where your current leads come from, then add
a couple of new pipelines. Consider creating a referral
program at your agency and develop a plan for generating
leads on LinkedIn, Facebook, and through community
events.

3. Join a Local Networking Group
Networking groups can be great lead sources. Your local
chamber of commerce can be a powerful marketing and
sales tool if you commit to being an active member. Same
goes for dedicated networking groups, such as BNI.

4. Create a Follow-Up Process for Quotes and Leads
Leads will only grow your business if you follow up with
them. Most successful agencies have a follow-up plan
in place for all quotes and leads. This may include an
automated email campaign, a text campaign, or personal
phone calls from your team.

5. Write Handwritten Notes to Customers
Your current customers are your best lead sources. Writing
handwritten thank you notes for renewing with you or
sending birthday or anniversary cards can go a long way in
building your relationships with your customers.

6. Develop a Customer Referral Program
As I mentioned above, a customer referral program can be
a profitable way to grow your agency. Send out requests
for referrals to your entire book of business a few times
per year. Don’t forget to ask for referrals at every customer
meeting, too. Consider offering incentives for customers to

of emails with valuable information about insurance and
to you for a quote. You may not see immediate results, but
keep with it. You never know when prospects will be ready
to buy, and your email may hit their inbox just at the right
time.

9. Schedule Annual Reviews with Your Customers
A little customer facetime can go a long way toward
securing renewals and referrals. Annual reviews give you
the excuse to see your customers and prove your value as
an agent. It also gives you a great opportunity to cross-sell
products, as you’ll learn if your customers are planning to
buy a new car or home or expand their families.

10. Take Advantage of Carrier-Provided Training
Many Smart Choice® carriers offer sales and marketing
training. Take advantage of these courses yourself, and
encourage your staff to participate, too. Many courses are
self-paced online, while others may take place virtually
with a carrier rep.

11. Get Involved in Your Community
There are all sorts of ways to get your agency involved in
your community. Sponsor a little league team or your high
school’s football team. Participate in your local chamber’s
events. Get your agency’s name and logo on the local diner’s
placemat or menu.

12. Hold Quarterly Reviews with Your Employees
However you choose to market your agency, you’ll need to
rely on your employees to implement your plan. The best
way to ensure success is to hold quarterly reviews with
your employees. Go over their marketing-related goals and

give you referrals.

take a look at their performance.

7. Host a Workshop on Insurance Coverage

There you have it! Twelve marketing ideas to help you end

Everyone needs insurance, but few people understand it.
No matter what products you sell at your agency, you have
the opportunity to educate your clients and prospects.

this year strong. Your State Director is a great resource
for more ideas for sales and marketing. Give them a call if
you’re struggling to get motivated.
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MARKETING TIPS
Stand-out marketing suggestions from Smart Choice
agency partners through the years

Missouri

Kentucky

We have a referral program for customers and it's really been

One activity that continues to work very well for me is

successful. Each month, I take someone out to lunch that's a

presenting learning seminars for select groups. I use flood

COI (center of influence). So, either a bank lender, real estate

insurance as a tool to educate real estate agents and

agent, or customer that sends in referrals. I always make

mortgage brokers. I use a power point presentation to

sure I'm putting myself in front of someone who

show them what flood insurance is and how to use the right

can be beneficial to our agency!

information to make what was a hard sale for them. This has

Georgia

get the flood business, but it opens the way for Home and Auto.

We send informative emails every other month to a targeted

Especially for new home buyers.

resulted in getting leads every day of the week. Not only do we

group of clients and prospects. We are consistent with
asking for referrals from existing clients.

Maryland
Get out in the community and when you see someone you don't

South Carolina

have insured, ask them if you can provide a quote. If they say

We make visits to our local banks and make contact with loan

no, try again. Some accounts need to be approached several

officers. Putting a face out in our community helps them to

years before they allow you to quote their account. I've found

remember to refer clients to our office.

this works especially with commercial accounts. Happy Selling!

Texas

Tennessee

We each have a wealth of potential within our own book of

We sell Pet Insurance. We have a fishbowl of small bones for

business! Simply tapping into our own clients’ base, rounding

dogs at the vet's office. Attached to the bone is our business card

accounts is not only profitable in new commissions but is also

offering pet insurance with our information on it.

a best practice for the longevity of an account. Statistics show
that accounts that have more than one policy stay with their

New Jersey

agents longer and create less servicing work. Put into practice a

Follow the SW, SW, SW Rule... Some Will, Some Won't, So What!

plan to round those existing accounts at renewal. It will pay off!

NEXT! Rejection isn't personal or a reflection on you personally.
It is business and business only. Don't get hung up and move on.

Kentucky
We sponsor 4H events. We reach out to programs run by

Know your PURPOSE! When you know your why you can endure

the school sports programs to give away water bottles

any how. If you're not sure what your purpose is, ask yourself

with our names on them.

this question...How do I measure my life?

New York

Georgia

We are conducting surveys as a check in. We ask how happy

I do a well check on my client every quarter. Not to ask for

they were with what we were able to accomplish. We also want

business just a well check. I get many referrals.

to know what they didn't like so we can improve and once we
have gathered that info we ask if there is anyone they know

Tennessee

who could benefit from the service they received.

Make a personal phone call on your client’s birthday to wish

The feedback and referral have been outstanding.

them a happy birthday.
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New Mexico

Idaho

On bright colored paper, to catch customers attention, I mail

We stay in touch be sending birthday cards, weekly agency

a short memo about how we are here as an agency for the

emails and renewal courtesy calls to our insureds.

valued customer and the services our agency has available
to them. We insert a few extra business cards for them to

Florida

give to family, friends and neighbors for referrals.

My wife and I both have our logo on our back car window. We

This has been working out great.

do not need to both drive to our office, though, so we stop at

Maryland

there for the day. This way, passersby can see our logo for area

Network to recruit new business. Our agency networks and has

brand recognition. Over time, people get familiarized with our

joined various organizations within the community, such as the

logo. It is subliminal messaging, but it works!

a different shopping center each day and leave one of our cars

Chamber of Commerce. We engage with mortgage brokers and
realtors and women’s organizations. By networking my agency

Louisiana

stays top of mind and business is referred to us.

Pick an area to specialize in and then seek out clients for
that specific niche...then allow the other lines of business

Virginia

to come in the future and from referrals. We've chosen to

Be consistent. Stay in front of your referral base at least

specialize in contractors, and we used the State Contractor

monthly. This keeps you in their thoughts and allows you to

Board website to get contact information.

share new and exciting things happening in your business and
how you are different than the competition. It also allows

Michigan

you to show them frequently how you can help grow together

We spend zero dollars on marketing. We spend time explaining

by sharing referrals.

options and talking to our clients. Many are Facebook friends
and I comment, like and ask about their personal lives. Many

Florida

stop in just to say hi, and we've had clients with rate increases

When a client is at my desk and a sale is made, they get a folder

tell us to "do the best we can because they aren't going

with their copies of whatever the product is. I always include

anywhere." We live in a small town, and I can't get out of a local

a business card of mine and the account managers, then I

store without talking to and asking about weddings, deaths,

tuck three more in sleeve and say: "If you liked the service you

etc. We make them comfortable both calling and coming in

received...tell a friend! If not, they make great bookmarks!”

with questions, and I have several that stop in just to play with

I have obtained hundreds of customers from the referrals.

or walk my puppies. I send cards for special events, flowers for

Hokey… but it works!

funerals, and almost all have my personal cell phone and will
text me after hours with questions and issues. All of our new

Tennessee
Always keep your social media pages current and active!!

business comes from referrals. I've been invited to showers,
weddings and birthday parties for people that I sometimes
forget their names and have to fake it. I always talk to people in
stores and whenever I'm in line, find something to transition
into insurance conversations, and offer my card.
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PERSONAL INSURANCE AGENTS

GET MORE WITH TRAVELERS
By: Travelers

A Responsive Partner Focused on Your Success.

Competitive Compensation With an Advantage.

Travelers provides unparalleled support to our agents. Through

Travelers compensation program is designed to reward

everything from comprehensive onboarding, training, marketing

profitability and growth. You’ll earn competitive commissions

and networking programs, to customer support and exceptional

and be eligible for supplemental income and bonuses, an

claims handling, our goal is to ensure you are successful and

important advantage of being appointed with Travelers.

profitable.
An Excellent Customer Claims Experience.
Support that Makes it Easier for You to Win More Business.

Our compassionate claims professionals and industry leading

Travelers recognizes the need to make it easier for you to

claims technology ensure your customers receive the timely

get things done. Travelers invests in its agents by providing

caring service you want for them.

innovative services, products and new technology.
A Breadth of Competitive Products from a Trusted Brand.
We redesigned our quote and issue platform to deliver:

Travelers is a leading provider of auto, home and business
property casualty insurance. For more than 160 years customers

•  An integrated experience across products
and lines of businesses;

have trusted us to be there with the right coverage when they
need us most.

•  The ability to simultaneously launch quotes
for multiple lines of business; and
•  Time-saving integration with comparative raters

Interested in becoming an
independent agent with Travelers?

and agency management systems.
We are continually improving our service to make it easier and
more efficient to do business with Travelers.

Scan here to apply

CASE STUDY:
How One Simple Connection Led to Countless
New Insurance Clients
Kevin Krupka knows what it takes to grow an insurance agency. He’s the owner of Mountain Insurance
Brokers in Wheat Ridge, Colorado. Over the years,
he’s learned that if he wants to achieve real success, he
needs to give his clients what they want. By leveraging a
network partnership, he’s been able to do just that.

While still a captive agent, he realized that if he wanted
to increase service to his clients, he needed to make
the switch to being an independent agent. “You realize that you are working for the company that you are
employed with, and really not working for the client,”
Kevin explains. “That’s what made me realize that
there was a bigger, broader world out there where I
could give clients more choices. That’s why I decided
to go independent and start this agency in 1997.”.
No Walk in the Park
Once Kevin made the decision to go independent, he
needed to figure out the ins and outs of running his
own agency. He was able to use his connections to get
his first appointment, which led to a second and third,
and so on.

Agent Kevin Krupka and
Smart Choice Colorado State Director, Olga Ivchenko

A Better Way to Serve Clients
Like many of us, Kevin fell into an insurance career.
After being referred to Allstate by a friend, he worked
as a captive agent for nine years. During that time, he
learned a lot about the insurance industry. In fact, he
believes that captive companies are a great place to
start. “I’ve now got more than 20 agents, and my top
producers, are those who came from captive companies,” he explains.
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Kevin may not have struggled as much as some new
agency owners, but this doesn’t mean it was a walk in
the park. “It was definitely challenging,” Kevin says.
“You constantly have to sell yourself to the carriers
and commit to a certain amount of business. It wasn’t
easy,” he adds.
An Elusive Carrier
Despite Kevin’s initial success, he had trouble getting
one specific appointment. It was just one carrier, but that
carrier was competitive in the state, and Kevin needed
to have them in his product suite.
He began looking at his options and one day, while
reading an industry publication, something about a
network called Smart Choice caught his attention.

However, while he knew that Smart Choice might
be able to get him the carrier appointment that had
eluded him, he was still hesitant. He worried that
signing up with a network would mean moving his
entire business over to the network – something he
had no interest in doing after how hard he had worked.
Fortunately, when he researched the network further,
he was surprised to discover that wasn’t the case with
Smart Choice.
“There was no commitment,” Kevin says. “There was
no quota or anything. There was just the understanding that there would be a commission split up to a
certain threshold on any business I wrote through a
carrier I obtained through them. And it didn’t change
our operations at all. In fact, it enhanced our agency,
by giving us another resource. We weren’t giving up
anything; we were adding something. Smart Choice
made it very simple,” he explains.
Internal Reluctance
As the agency owner, Kevin could see that partnering
with Smart Choice was the right move, but some of his
agents needed convincing.
“Some of my producers were reluctant because there
was that commission split early on,” Kevin admits.
He quickly quelled their fears by making the case that
without the network partnership, they wouldn’t have
access to the products needed to make more sales. “As
I told them, it’s better to get 70% of something than
100% of nothing,” he says.

Before long, it was obvious that Kevin had been right
- his agency’s book grew dramatically in just a few
years, and Kevin says it’s because of that one connection. “We wrote a lot of business in a short amount of
time because we were able to offer our clients the best
value,” he says.
A Multitude of Advantages
Kevin may have signed up with Smart Choice to gain
access to a particular carrier, but he soon discovered
there were many other benefits to the partnership.
“There are a lot of resources and support,” he says. “We
get support not only from the local marketing rep but
also from the Smart Choice organization. They keep
us apprised of what’s available in the marketplace.
We’re a fairly good-sized agency with about 25 million
in premium – mostly commercial. Still, even with our
size, Smart Choice provides many resources that aid
our success,” he explains.
Kevin’s been with Smart Choice for more than 5 years.
Although his agency had already succeeded in securing
many carrier appointments on its own by the time
he joined Smart Choice, he knows that not all new
agencies are so lucky. “Smart Choice is a great, great
resource for agencies that are smaller,” he says. But as
his own experience has shown, even larger agencies
can still benefit from the additional resources and
support.
Do you want to see how Smart Choice can help you
grow your insurance agency? Learn more.
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SELLING YOUR
INSURANCE AGENCY:

6 SUBTLE
SIGNS IT’S
TIME TO SELL
By: Michael Strakhov, Live Oak Bank

In early 2006, I financed a partner buyout. Like many, it was a partnership that
had run its course and become unbalanced regarding effort and growth. One
partner was disengaged, and his division was languishing, revenues stale. The
other partner was still hungry and growing his innovative division of the agency.
With financing, my client became the full owner and subsequently tripled the
business over the next ten years. Quality products and carriers were added, more
than tripling the value. Plus, reaching a certain size and scale has propelled the
business into a different valuation category.
This client recently told me that 2017 is the year he will sell. Healthy and active in
his early 60’s, he has made the decision to exit the business and retire. Here are
a few reasons he decided to sell, as well as others I have recognized from clients
over the years. These explanations do not include obvious health or family life
change situations. These are not financial, tax, or estate planning motives. These
reasons are intangible and subtle, but just as real. Here are some signs, in an
honest moment, you may see that tell you it’s time to sell.
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1.  No longer hungry. There isn’t the desire to make the extra phone call, take the
additional meeting, get stoked about the next account or opportunities for a new
product. It’s just not the same buzz that it used to be. While certainly a responsible
owner, there’s no longer the fire in the belly.
2. You realize a new owner may better serve the agency. As you network with your
peers, you can’t muster the same enthusiasm. You may begin to understand that
a new owner is going to be more effective than you. Are you doing the business
justice if it’s standing still rather than moving forward?
3. Lack of internal action. There are employee issues or sub-optimal processes
that you don’t want to address. Many times, owners subconsciously don’t
acknowledge a weakness because admitting knowledge obligates action. And the
owner simply doesn’t want to deal with it.
4.  Your lieutenant is ready. If you have been a good planner, succession is in place.
Perhaps it’s family perpetuation or a high potential employee you hired years
back. If your lieutenant is ready, they probably see things they will change for
the better. Implementing those changes with the current owner in place is hard.
Your good leader is now ready for ownership.
5. Something else is more exciting. Being a successful agency owner has built
your entrepreneurial skills. Perhaps you began to dabble in another industry
or business venture and find it’s naturally grabbing most of your attention. You
enjoy a change of business challenge.
6. You don’t want to compromise your personal energy – at any level. Mental
energy is more precious and finite. The staff is in place and the agency “runs
itself.” But not actually, not 100%. The business, which is the largest personal
asset, is still on your mind – perhaps the back of your mind – every day. The
agency still requires some level of energy.
Sometimes “it’s just time.” It’s not money, it’s not health, it’s not family. It’s just time
to pass the baton to the next generation of the owner.

To learn more about our Independent Insurance Agency
financing options, click here.
Mike Strakhov is the General Manager of the Insurance lending division
at Live Oak Bank. Reach him at 614-361-9482 or michael.strakhov@liveoak.bank
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5 WAYS TO PROTECT YOUR CLIENTS
AS HOUSING COSTS RISE
By: Safeco Insurance
As an independent agent, you have the combined superpowers

3. Always run your own Replacement Cost Estimate (RCE).

of ease, choice and advice. While your daily to-do list can make

You may be tempted to do an apples-to-apples quote using the

your super-powers feel mundane, a coverage consultation with

customer’s current Cov A amount, but that’s risky! According to

you could be the most important conversation of someone’s life!

CoreLogic’s Residential Cost Handbook 64% of U.S. homes are

As home premiums rise, price fatigue or outright sticker shock

underinsured by an average of 27%. That means two out of every

are causing homeowners to ask to reduce coverage, especially

three homes you’re quoting don’t have enough Cov A to rebuild

their dwelling coverage (Cov A). E&O impacts aside, in these

them, even with 25% Extended Dwelling Coverage (EDC).

situations it’s critical to educate your customers today so they
don’t have to make tough decisions later.

If you don’t want to take the time to fill in the cost guide for a
quote, figure out the cost-per-square-foot your carriers are

Here are 5 ways to safeguard your customers and your

using in your area for finished and unfinished space and do some

peace-of-mind.

quick math. One immediate way to stand out as a risk advisor is
explaining the impact of inadequate insurance. After all, no one

1. Be ready to explain how Coverage A changes impact home

wants to tell their kids they have to share a single bedroom and

premiums. In the wake of the pandemic, prices have risen sharply

bath because there wasn’t enough coverage!

on construction materials. Plywood and paint prices have surged
by more than 80%. Lumber, shingles, appliances, furniture and

4. Add Extended Dwelling Coverage (EDC) to every quote. The

everything else are rising fast, too . Supply-chain disruptions

coverage amount you recommend needs be enough to rebuild the

and labor shortages have further increased prices. As a result,

house today and for the next 12 months. Through June, year-to-

replacement cost calculations and Cov A are increasing, along

date inflation is 9.1%, which means the Cov A for homes written in

with insurance premiums. Otherwise, the cost of rebuilding

January may already be outdated. This is case in point about why

would exceed the amount covered by the policy.

fudging the replacement cost estimator and relying upon EDC to
cover the gap is risky.

2. Sharpen your talking points about the difference between
market price, new-build cost and reconstruction cost.

The best way to ensure adequate coverage is including EDC on

• Market price has no correlation to build cost; it’s just a measure

every quote. Some homeowners may balk at the expense, but it’s

of how much a buyer is willing to pay. Relocate your customer’s
home to Manhattan and the market value instantly changes;
ditto if it’s by the ocean or in a toxic waste dump.
• New-build cost is $100-$200 per square foot for the average
home according to HomeAdvisor. However, costs vary wildly
based upon factors like location, land slope, footprint,
construction style and quality, foundation. Developers can get
closer to $100 per square foot when building a neighborhood of
tract homes because they buy materials in bulk and schedule the
project for when the weather, labor and finances are optimal.
A one-off build, however, is much more expensive.
• R
 econstruction cost has to one-off rebuild the house exactly

their best protection against rising prices. If they decline EDC
altogether, you might consider asking them to sign a rejection
form spelling out why they rejected the coverage.
5. Communicate with your customers. Most people know
little about home construction and even less about insurance.
Use email, social media or your newsletter to communicate
proactively about:
• How property insurance is being impacted by the rising costs
of construction materials and what to expect for Cov A—
and renewal premiums—for the next year. At the least your
customers will be prepared for an increase, and you might
avoid some sticker-shock phone calls.

as it was as of the date of the loss. Construction materials and a
crew must be sourced at prevailing market prices. Demolition

Proactive education today can help your customers avoid

is time-consuming and the crew must work around existing

the heartbreak of discovering they’re underinsured after a

sidewalks, driveways, trees, etc., which can prevent access with

devastating claim. Your IA superpowers of ease, choice and

heavy machinery, adding time and expense. Other complicating

advice have never been more important.

factors, like inclement weather, the need for specialized crews,
sourcing matching materials, or supply-chain interruptions
can further drive-up costs.
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INSURANCE SOLUTIONS

Workers’
Compensation
We distinguish our Workers’ Compensation coverage by
providing a host of value-added services before, during,
and after a claim. With offerings such as up-front loss
control measures to identify and correct occupational
hazards, responsive claims handling, and the facilitation
of quality medical care (when an accident does occur),
we’ve been protecting our policyholders and their
employees for decades.

Product Highlights
•

Competitive, tiered price structure

•

Discounts based on certain business characteristics

•

Group dividend plans for select classes

•

Individual dividends for larger policyholders

•

Flexible payment options including pay-as-you-go with
hundreds of participating payroll service providers

Learn more about all of our products at www.guard.com.

Please direct appointment inquiries to
your Smart Choice Territory Manager.

Target Customers
Artisan Contractors
Auto Service & Repair
Hotels/Motels
Light Manufacturing
Professional Offices
Restaurants
Retail & Grocery Stores
Service-Related Businesses
Wholesalers & Distributors
And More!

Not all Berkshire Hathaway GUARD Insurance Companies provide the products described herein nor are
all available in all states. Visit www.guard.com/states/ to see our current product suite and operating area.

SMART CHOICE

®

SCOOP

Fond Farwell for Cheryl Hall
We bid a fond farewell to Cheryl Hall, who oversaw
health and employee benefits for Smart Choice for many
years, at a retirement reception last month. President
Andrew Caldwell and EVP and Controller Kathy Phillips
shared some kind words for the parting employee.
“Cheryl has meant so much to the employees of Smart
Choice,” said Phillips. “Over her eleven years as an
employee, and many more before that as our benefits rep,
she has guided Smart Choice staff through an explosion
of growth, with love and care, and in a personalized way.
She is a friend to all of us and will forever be a part of the
fabric of our Smart Choice family and legacy.”
Caldwell added, “Cheryl has been an incredible asset to the Smart Choice team, and
we are grateful for her years of service helping us navigate the complex maze of health
insurance and other benefits. We wish her the best in her well-deserved retirement.”

Awards
and
Honors
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Smart Choice was recognized for a variety of awards and honors at
the United Way of Greater High Point’s annual meeting including
being a Top 10 Giving Company (#6), CANpaign Kickoff Award
winner, Gold Employee Campaign Award winner, and Spirit of
North Carolina Award for outstanding United Way campaign.
Giving back is a vital piece of the Smart Choice mission and we are
proud supporters of our local community!

HEAVY
INCENTIVES

Smart Choice Exclusives for 2022:
•
•
•
•
•

Extra 3% commission on Liberty eCliq new business
Extra 3% commission on Nationwide Commercial new business
Extra 3% commission on Nationwide Smart Start Commercial new business
Extra 2% commission on Nationwide Personal new business
Extra 2% commission on Safeco new business, plus an extra 3 points
for 24 auto/homes
• Extra 1.5% commission on Nat Gen Premier, Allstate and Encompass total
written premium if Loss Ratio less than 55%; 1.2% if Loss Ratio is greater
• Extra 2% - 4% commission on Foremost Signature new written premium
for 2022 based on 2021 performance level
Standard Smart Choice Commission split applies.
Contact your Territory Manager for complete incentive qualification & details.

ALWAYS
No Fees • Reduced Production Requirements • Enhanced Compensation

GET FAT AND HAPPY
THE FASTEST GROWING AGENCY NETWORK FOR A REASON.
W W W.S M A RTC H O I C E A G E N T S.C O M

|

888.264.3388

